With regard to safety GKN accepts no compromises. Therefore it is self-evident to recommend products which allow a safer working environment in the workshops.

- **SPIDAN suspension struts** are completely pre-assembled. This eliminates the possible risk of being injured during tensioning and mounting the coil spring.
- High quality materials and sophisticated working processes enable **SPIDAN suspension struts** to guarantee safe and reliable driving performance and minimum wear and tear.
- For maximum safety always replace suspension struts in pairs.

The **SPIDAN Strut Kit** comprises a completely pre-assembled suspension strut and all parts needed for professional repairs.
Four cases - four good reasons to favour SPIDAN Strut Kits

- **Citroën C2/C3: dangerous mounting**
  
The side-load spring for these car models is extremely long. In most cases common spring compressors are too small to tension it properly. If the spring can’t be positioned in the spring compressor correctly it is likely to slip off and hurt the mechanic.

  *SPIDAN solution: Mounting a complete Strut Kit helps avoiding accidents!*

  SPIDAN part numbers: 86018, 86019, 86020, 86021, 86022, 86023, 86024, 86025, 86036, 86037, 86038, 86039, 86040, 86041

- **Smart Fortwo: difficult and time-consuming dismounting**
  
  To replace a spring or a shock absorber it is necessary to dismount a great part of the car body. As soon as another old part of the shock absorbing system needs to be replaced the work has to be done again.

  *SPIDAN solution: Mounting a complete Strut Kit saves time!*

  SPIDAN part numbers: 86002, 86003

- **Mercedes-Benz A-Class: dismounting damages the upper alignment pins**
  
  It is not possible to dismount the upper alignment pins without damaging them. Also other parts of the system are likely to be damaged and need to be replaced. As soon as another old part of the shock absorbing system needs to be replaced the work has to be done again.

  *SPIDAN solution: Mounting a complete Strut Kit saves money!*

  SPIDAN part numbers: 86000, 86001

- **Ford Mondeo as of year 2000: dangerous mounting**
  
  The front sideload spring tends to unscrew out of the spring compressor. This is extremely dangerous and may lead to serious accidents!

  *SPIDAN solution: Mounting a complete Strut Kit - to be on the safe side!*

  SPIDAN part numbers: 86007, 86009, 86009